
Metro Academic Studies with Mr. Cain

H.S. Earth Systems Syllabus 2019-2020
Monday 2:30-4:00PM

Instructor:  David Cain
Email: newdoorseducation@gmail.com 
Phone: 678-643-8784 (Please use for texting & always identify yourself.) 

Provided Texts: Earth & Space Science, HMH Science Dimensions, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,2018.  (Online 
resources will be a part of this curriculum.)

Geology by Design by Carl Froede, Jr. (printed text providede/ ebook version available for under $5)

Rock Solid Answers edited by Mike Oard & John K.Reed (selections downloaded from portal)

         Exploring the World of Astronomy by John Hudson Tiner (selections downloaded from portal
           Universe by Design by Dr. Danny Faulkner (selections downloaded from portal)

Course Description:  

High School Earth Systems goes beyond earth science to look 
at not just the different abiotic elements that comprise the 
earth, but their interaction as systems with each other and the 
biosphere. Students will delve deeper into the lithosphere: 
geology and the structure of the earth from crust to core 
including rocks, minerals, & fossils; volcanoes, earthquakes, 
plate tectonics; mountain building & erosion; and theories 
related to the age of the earth.  Moving on we will study the 
“hydrosphere” & “hydrology”—water, itscurrent importance, 
how it has shaped the lithosphere, and the current impact on 
the Earth.  Study of the water cycle will lead us into studying 
the “atmosphere” and its constantly shifting balances of fluids 
& energy resulting in what we call weather & climate.  The 
earth however is not a completely closed system without the 
Sun there would be no heat energy affecting changes in our 
weather, driving the water cycle, and providing the energy for 
all living things.  So we will look into astronomy and cosmology
—the make up of the universe, the effects and role of celestial 
bodies, and discuss theories of origin.

In addition, to focusing on learning facts & concepts that build 
a base of knowledge and understanding, the course is 
intended to help the student further utilize & understand 
various aspects of the scientific method; develop critical 
thinking skills; learn to read and analyze scientific writing, and 
be able to recognize scientific ideas that are based on 
observation & experimentation versus those that are based on 
assumptions & tradition.  Finally, students will develop a clear 
understanding of the concepts of uniformitarianism & 
castrophism as opposing world views and how they relate to a 
world view that is both Biblical and scientifically aware.

Course work will include the development of an interactive 
notebook that will rely on a variety of sources: text, 
supplemental redings, scientific papers, video presentations, 
and class discussions.  Several optional, but highly 

recommended instructor led educational trips will be organized 
on non class days—tentatively to Tellus Museum, Tellus 
Museum Observatory, Providence Canyon, a Vulcan Mining 
Operation, and Panola Mountain. 

Grading:

10%--Quizzes & Wkly Evals.
45%--Lab & in Class Work 
45%--Tests *
Extra Credit (assignments & projects are negotiable, 

but will not replace missing work.)

*Tests will cover text book, supplemental, & video assignments.  
Students are expected to develop interactive note taking skills that 
include information from all sources.

JFCA Grade Scale:
100-90% = A
89-80% = B
79-70% = C
69-60% = D
Under 60  = F 

Supplies:
 Hard-cover 3-ring binder with at least 5 section dividers 

(Tabs: Admin, Notes, CB, Labs & work sheets, HW Evals)
 Colored Pencils or markers
 Safety Glasses
 Must have access to a working computer & printer.
 Must have reliable internet access for ebook & video use 

(digital texts can be loaded to a phone, e reader, tablet or 
computer.)
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Parents & Students please read!

Maximize Your Learning

Learning is one of the greatest gifts and responsibilities of being human.  Part of being created in the image of 
God is the ability to think, reason, and understand. What we do with the opportunity to learn reveals a lot about 
us as revealed in Proverbs 9:9, “Give instruction to a wise man, and he will be still wiser; Teach a just man and 
he will increase in learning.” What will this year reveal about you?  

The Books & Other Resources
The course will draw on a wide variety of sources to insure that students are exposed to solid current scientific facts in 
formats that are interesting, challenging, and thought provoking.  Basic information from a secular world view will be 
presented in the Earth & Space Science, HMH Science Dimensions textbook  The other texts were chosen because they 
represent up-to-date scientific research from a catastrophist/creationist perspective.  Assigned and in-class video 
presentations will have both.  It is imperative that students not only completely read & watch each assigned reading & video—
but take notes or complete any assigned study guide.  Learning from these resources is the student’s primary 
objective.  As a college prep course, one of the objectives of this course is not just to learn “information”, but to expand and
improve the student’s ability to learn.  To that end students are expected to use an interactive note taking technique 
and other study techniques that will be shared throughout the course.

Student Study Cycle
First semester will focus on understanding the process of science, systems, models, geology, hydrology, and opposing views 
of formation and time frames.  Second semester, we will move on to atmosphere, weather, astronomy, and cosmology.  Video
links, articles, study guides, and work sheets will be available on theportal.  Initial assignments will generally be made and 
could be adjusted in class.  Assignments will be provided each week in class and then posted to the google drive.  
Students should expect both readings from one or more of the texts with questions to be answered in writing each week.  
Each week’s assignment may include a video (usually an hour) with viewing guide as well.   An interactive 2 column note 
taking strategy should be utilized which includes listing student questions in the left hand column to be asked in class. The 
student will be responsible for breaking up each week’s assignment given in class and determining their own satellite work 
schedule. (This is reflected on the top portion of the Satellite Work Eval Form. ) Most students will need 3 to 5 hrs of study 
time throughout the week. It is imperative that some time be dedicated to review of and summarizing of notes each study 
day. Each week’s work will include review of previous topics.  Students can expect both in class and online quizzes. Tests will 
be given every two to three weeks.  Tests may include material from all assigned sources with most given at home. (At home
tests should be proctored by a parent or responsible adult.) 

Each class discussion will begin with the question, “What questions do you have from your studies this week?”  Students will 
respond with their recorded questions from their interactive notes.  Interactive discussion and lecture will follow and be
expanded to explain difficult concepts.  Students are expected to add to their notes.  Quizzes may be given at the beginning 
or end of each class period. In addition, each class period may include video presentations or lab experience which students 
will chronicle under the “Lab” section of the binder.  Lab notes will be used to write 2 formal lab reports each semester.  
Cumulative exams will be given in class at the end of each semester.  

Students should plan to complete work prior to planned absences. Work is deemed late if it is not in the student’s in 
class or online folder at the beginning of class on the due date..  Late work will receive a 10% deduction for each 
“24 hr day” it is not received, e.g. assignment due on Friday, received by the instructor on Tuesday is 4 days late & will 
receive a 40% deduction.  Students are expected to record each week’s assignment and track their own performance on 
assignments in the “ADMIN” section of their binder at any time they should have a good sense of “how they are doing”.  
Scores for on time assignments and in class evaluations will be updated on the portal on a bi-weekly basis.  Late work will  
take longer.  Students will track their own scores in their binder.  
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High School Home Education & Parent Involvement

I believe that parent directed home education with a program like MAS is a wonderful option for high school students.  It 
affords parents strong allies in educating their students, but requires a different kind of involvement than traditional 5 day 
classroom approach.  Students educated in this blended approach can develop a greater sense of ownership, as they develop 
their own study schedules, learn time management techniques, learn how to prioritize, organize their activities, focus on 
interests, and get extra help where needed.  It also provides greater flexibility to pursue and develop non-academic interests. 
Students have the opportunity to develop skills that will help them adjust and excel after high school.

The Home Classroom & Contract

To make it all work, students need to truly “own” their education.  It belongs to them not their instructors, not their peers, 
not their program, not their materials, and not their parents.  For our students to be successful, we need to keep in mind that 
they are “in process”.  They are learners—disciples if you will.  Instructors explain, direct, coach, inspire, evaluate, and give 
feedback.  The onus of learning is on the student.  To do so they must be diligent to follow directions, read critically, 
digest the material, complete assignments that help them understand, use time wisely, ask lots of questions, summarize, and 
be able to explain what they have learned. Daily study--reviewing & summarizing--not just “knocking out 
assignments” is what helps things stick.  Ruminating on and explaining to others helps students think critically.

Though instructors and parents cannot do that for them, they can lock arms to help them.  No matter what remember 
instructors come alongside to help, but cannot replace parents.  Parents are responsible for overseeing students in 
their home classrooms.  We are created to learn.  Provide your student with a loving, encouraging, and structured 
environment.  Minimize distractions—especially from electronics and reward focus on a daily and weekly basis.  Find ways to 
incent them to do their best. We want our students to be responsible as much as they want to be independent.  As a starting 
point, please sit down with your student and fill out the attached “Parent/Student Contract” to be handed in 
the first day of class—it is worth 10 points.  

Weekly Parent Evaluation

An honest assessment of your student’s  study habits each week will help your student be accountable on their home 
days. I will use it to help determine completeness of homework.  Please use the “Weekly Study Habit Evaluation” to 
help your student.  Your student will be expected to turn one form in each class day evaluating the past week’s work 
(Monday through Friday).  Failure to do so will result in a “0”.  Along with instructor review of homework the parent evaluation
is an integral part of the student’s homework grade—this only works if your evaluation is honest.  Please do not sign a 
form unless you have actually completed the assessment yourself.  The student is responsible for meeting with a 
parent to obtain their weekly evaluation and place it in the class room folder.  Require your student to meet with you on 
Sunday or Monday to make sure it is completed.  Late evaluations will not receive a grade. 

Communication

Knowing that we are allies in education, let’s agree to communicate as often as we need to knowing that we never have all 
the facts.  I am here to help your student learn and grow.  Learning is sometimes difficult, challenging, and even frustrating.  
Students need help in developing good habits, integrity, and confidence—sometimes the process is messy.  Feel free to 
contact me via email or text (always identify yourself) or if you prefer I am generally available to meet in person on Tuesdays 
and Fridays from 3:00 to 3:30pm.  I will always try to respond within 24 hours, but please understand I am teach 5 days a 
week.

God’s blessings as you guide your student in this new educational year!
Mr. C
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Student Responsibilities

1. Actively respect God, yourself & others. Respect is an action word that 
means "to set a high value on", "to esteem", and "to hold in high regard". At all 
times , you are expected to speak and act in a manner that shows respect.

2. Be on time to class.  Our class time is very limited.  Therefore, we must get 
started promptly!

3. Be fully prepared for class BEFORE our appointed start time. This 
means having required materials (book, notebook with sufficient paper, pencils, 
pen, and lab journal) WITH you in the room. Cell phones should be turned off 
and stowed in backpack or purse not not in your pocket BEFORE entering the 
room.

4. Complete all assignments. All instructional activities are designed to 
optimize student learning of course material, and all students are expected to 
complete all of these in a timely manner, whether they are graded or not. First, 
attempt to complete the assignment on your own. Then, seek help to understand
what you could not do on your own.  Finally, contact the instructor via email or 
phone.

5. Display academic integrity in work at home and in class.  Remember that 
finding and using a hard copy or online copy of a key to complete problems, 
quizzes or tests is not allowed.  It is expected that all students will conduct 
themselves in a Godly manner and not cheat in any way, shape, or form.  Lack 
of integrity may result in a failed assignment grade and parental conference. 

6. Abide by all other MAS student handbook guidelines.

7. Refusal to abide by these guidelines may result in disciplinary action that 
may involve removal from class, parent/teacher conference, and MAS 
administration. 
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Student/Parent Contract

Course Title:  ___________________________________________________________    

 After discussing the syllabus and course requirements with your parents, please set a “grade” goal 
for yourself and record it in the space provided below.

I have read and understand the expectations for this class.  I choose to take responsibility for my 
learning and will do what I need to do as directed by my parents and instructor to obtain the final 
agreed upon grade.  

My Target Score & Grade:  _____ % with a letter grade of _____.

Student Parent

(Please Print Name) (Please Print Name)

Signature Signature

Please return to instructor for initialing and filing.  A parent and a student copy will be returned.  Student please place this Contract in it’s 
protective sleeve in the front of your binder.

Received: _____________________ Initialed:__________
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Weekly Satellite Work Evaluation*
(Form to be copied & used weekly.)

Student Name:  __________________________ Date Completed: ___________ For Week #: ______

FOR Class:   H. S. Earth Systems    Date Handed In (instructor use) :  ________

Parent Signature:  ________________________ Ave(instructor use):  ______

Dear student, It is your responsibility to have your form filled out each week & take responsibility for having one of your parents evaluate your
work.  Remember, their evaluation counts for a portion of your grade.  Completed form is due each week and subject to normal late penalties. 

DESCRIPTION OF SATELLITE STUDY PLAN 
(List what you need to do this & your plan to accomplish it—be specific..include reviewing notes & doing summaries)

Possible Assignments from 
Syllabus or Class

Wednesday Thursday Weekend (if needed) Monday

What needs to be handed in?

Parent Evaluation of the Above Work
Please do require your student to completely fill out the table above before evaluating.  After reviewing his/her work & study at home for the 
week, provide an evaluation of the criteria listed below by circling the number that best describes your student’s work this week.  Please use a
5 pt scale where 1 = poor, 3=average, and 5=excellent.  If in your opinion, your student “failed” at the item for this week please use “0”.

Yes     or     No Student has completed all reading & written work assigned for the week.

0  1  2  3  4  5 Student initiated a “student/parent” meeting and openly discussed this week’s assignments
 and work completed.

0  1  2  3  4  5 Student has completed work with excellence to the best of his/her ability.  

0  1  2  3  4  5 Student displayed good study habits by breaking up assigned work completing it over several
days.  (Students are advised to spend at least 45 min/day over a min. of 4 days per week 
completing new assignments and reviewing past material.)

0  1  2  3  4  5 Student sought out help and/or resources in a timely fashion so that work could be 
completed as assigned.

0  1  2  3  4  5 Student displayed a good attitude about classes & getting work done.

 Comments:
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